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(Editor): PRELIMINARY REMARKS
It has been ten years since Matthew Little sent me his suggestion that ‘kibosh’ in
‘put the kibosh on’ derives from the fearsome Mideastern whip known as the
kurbash; Stephen Goranson soon thereafter independently made the same suggestion in messages to the American Dialect Society, gradually adding the important
initial discoveries to buttress that proposal.
The three of us wound up collaborating on ‘kibosh,’ first in Comments on Etymology and then in our 2017 book Origin of Kibosh. Updates continued to appear in
COE as various scholars weighed in and some new material appeared. It is time
now to compile all the new material and the scholarly reactions (with responses
where appropriate); hence the present COE issue.
The overall picture is that the scholarly jury is still out as to whether ‘kibosh’
in ‘put the kibosh on’ derives from ‘kurbash’ (fearsome Mideastern whip), but this
proposal has been steadily gaining ground; the evidence for it, when compiled,
does seem convincing. But the subject of ‘kibosh’ has many aspects, and improvement/new insight is always possible (and welcome).

-3DEC. 20, 2017 NEWS RELEASE GIVES AN OVERVIEW OF THE BOOK
ORIGIN OF KIBOSH.
In October 2017 the following book appeared:
Origin of Kibosh: Routledge Studies in Etymology;
by Gerald Cohen, Stephen Goranson, and Matthew Little.
Routledge (Taylor & Francis). Hardback. Illustrated. ISBN
9781138628953.
The date of publication is given as 2018, but in fact the book appeared already in
October 2017 and was commented on a month later by Anatoly Liberman in his
online Etymology Gleanings For November 2017.
Also, on Dec. 20, 2017 Gerald Cohen’s campus issued a news release about the
book; it presents a brief overview of the subject and is reprinted just below:
‘S&T ETYMOLOGIST CO-AUTHORS BOOK ON ORIGIN OF “PUT THE
KIBOSH ON”
‘ROLLA, Mo. – The phrase “put the kibosh on,” meaning “to put an end to,” dates
back to an early 19th century poem, but a Cockney chimney sweep brought the
phrase to the general public, says Dr. Gerald Cohen, a professor of German and
Russian at Missouri University of Science and Technology.
‘Cohen, who is an expert in etymology, or the study of word origins, co-authored a book on the subject with Dr. Stephen Goranson, a Duke University librarian, and Dr. Matthew Little, associate professor of English at Mississippi State
University. The book, titled “Origin of Kibosh,” is the initial volume of Routledge
Studies in Etymology.
“The origin of the expression had long been mysterious,” Cohen says. “Absolutely and totally mysterious. No one had a clue, myself included, although numerous incorrect guesses have been set forth.
“Then in 2009, Matthew Little suggested to me that ‘kibosh’ derives from the
fearsome Mideastern whip known as a ‘kurbash,’ and a year later Stephen Goranson, independently and in much greater detail began defending the same suggestion,” Cohen says. “Goranson deserves the lion’s share of credit for solving the
origin of the term, even though all three of us wound up doing considerable work
on the project.”
‘Cohen says a key piece of evidence is a poem estimated to be from approximately 1830 titled “Penal Servitude!” The poet used the expression “put on the
kibosh” and then explained in the next line “That is, if they was to introduce the
lash.”
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Cohen explains. “He was hauled into court for violating a law prohibiting chimney
sweeps from crying out their services in the streets. And although he received a
lenient fine, he had a lexically historic outburst in his unmistakable Cockney
accent:
‘…it vos the Vigs vot passed this bill, and vot the Duke of Vellington put the
kibosh on ‘em for, and sarve ‘em right. It warnt nothing else than this here
hact vot floored them.’
“The Whigs, the reform party, passed the bill, which put a crimp in the activities of the chimney sweep, and he was delighted when the Whigs lost the election,”
Cohen explains. “The Duke of Wellington, who was briefly Prime Minister in
1834, was considered by the chimney sweep to be the prime agent of the Whigs’
defeat.”
‘The chimney-sweep story was picked up by at least eight British newspapers
throughout the country, bringing “put the kibosh on” to national attention, Cohen
says. Charles Dickens was among those who used the phrase.
‘The book contains considerable additional detail, including information added
from several members of the American Dialect Society.
‘Cohen offers high praise for his two co-authors. “They’re both extraordinary.
This project has been quite an adventure.”’
COMPILED EVIDENCE THAT KIBOSH (IN ‘PUT THE
KIBOSH ON’) ORIGINALLY REFERRED TO A WHIP
There are seven pieces of evidence which, when compiled, indicate clearly that we
deal originally with the type of whip known as the kurbash. The kurbash was a
firm stick-shaped whip made of hippopotamus or rhinoceros hide; so -- as an
example of the evidence -- when in item #4 below we see ‘kibosh’ defined as ‘a
rhinoceros-hide stick,’ how could one not conclude that this kibosh is the kurbash?
1. A line in the poem (ca. 1830) Penal Servitude! specifically defines the noun
kibosh as a lash. The key verse in the poem (supposedly written by a convict who
has returned from imprisonment in Australia) is:
‘There is one little dodge I am thinking,
That would put your profession all to smash,
It would put on the kibosh like winking,
That is if they was to introduce the lash.’
The poet is aware that his readers are likely unaware of the meaning ‘put on the
kibosh’ and therefore promptly clarifies: ‘That is if they was to introduce the lash.’
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bring your criminal profession to an immediate halt.
The words ‘That is’ are key here; they indicate a clarification is about to be
made (‘kibosh’ = lash); ‘the lash’ can only refer to ‘the kibosh’ in the previous
line.
One ads-l member questioned whether ‘kibosh’ here is really a whip, since the
speed (‘like winking,’ i.e., in a wink) with which it would be applied doesn’t seem
important. But the kurbash/kibosh was such a fearsome whip that ‘put on the kurbash/kibosh’ carried beside its literal meaning the implication of immediate effectiveness in putting an end to something inappropriate. The words ‘like winking’ (in
a wink) in the verse’s third line refer to that implication of effectiveness.
2. 1835 quote: ‘r[a]ise the kibosh against me’ True Sun (London newspaper), May
15, p. 4/4:
‘They say so [make accusations] to rise the kibosh against
me and my wife.’
In this quote and the next one, a German Jew falsely accuses members of
London’s Jewish community of threatening him and his wife with violence. A
kibosh is here being figuratively raised, and in the next example from the same
newspaper story the plaintiff again mentions ‘the kibosh,’ this time specifically in
the context of being struck. The kibosh in the latter example clearly seems to refer
to a whip. The iron bar used in clogmaking (also called a kibosh) would fit here
semantically; but ‘kibosh’ in that sense is not attested until 1860, in the north of
England, whereas put the kibosh on is well attested already in the 1830s in the
south of England.
3. Same 1835 article: The German Jew testifies he was struck and specifies the
‘kibosh’ as the instrument:
‘…and they gets other Jews to give me the kibosh upon me, and it’s
all the same to me which of the whole set struck me.’
4. May French-Sheldon’s 1892 book Sultan to Sultan defines kibosh as ‘a rhinoceros-hide stick’ (i.e. a kurbash; kurbashes were made of rhinoceros or hippopotamus hide.) The parenthetical comment ‘rhinoceros-hide stick’ appears in the
quote below (from page 200):
‘Witnessing the event, Hamidi’s kibosh (rhinoceros-hide stick)
went whistling through the air as he impulsively plunged through
the stream to chastise the frightened askari.’

-6Note: the kibosh was a firm stick-shaped whip; it was not a whip with flails.
5. World War I song ‘Belgium Put The Kibosh On The Kaiser’ (in Max Arthur’s
2001 book When This Bloody War Is Over:…, p. 13):
‘For Belgium put the kibosh on the Kaiser,
Europe took the stick and made him sore…’
6. Abhorrent, racist rant (Punch, March 15, 1879, p. 113), which includes the
following line:
‘He’s off with the 17th Lancers to kibosh the festive Zulu.’
The reference of this ‘kibosh’ to whipping is made distressingly clear by the
accompanying couplets; see Cohen/Goranson/Little (2017: 72). As a sample, one
line says ‘That tanning is good for black hides’ and two follow-up lines liken the
Zulus to ‘mokes’ (donkeys) ‘that want wallop / And can’t be kept hunder without.’
An objection was expressed on ads-l that ‘kibosh’ here can’t refer to a whipping
because the British would not use whips as a military weapon. But the objection
overlooks the obvious figurative use of kibosh in this context.
7. In a vein similar to #5 just above, Thomas Ratcliffe wrote in 1901 (N&Q, 9th
Series, vol. 7, p. 277):
‘…It [kybosh] was also used in the sense of giving a hiding. “I’ll
give him what for! I’ll give him kybosh!”’
TWO CLARIFICATIONS CONCERNING KIBOSH IN PENAL SERVITUDE!
The Origin of Kibosh book did not clarify that a whip is something which can be
‘put on,’ and that gap can now be filled. Also, it is necessary to emphasize the
fearsome nature of the kurbash (aka kibosh) and hence its effectiveness in putting
an immediate end to anything deemed untoward. That is what the following two
lines are all about with respect to the ‘dodge’ (stratagem) to put an end to any
prisoner’s criminal activity:
‘It would put on the kibosh like winking
That is if they was to introduce the lash.’
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In the two Penal Servitude! lines mentioned just above, the last one clearly seems
to define the ca. 1830 unfamiliar term ‘kibosh’ as a lash.
But the question has arisen in private communication whether a whip or lash is
something that can be ‘put on,’ and the answer is yes.
It can be ‘put on’ (applied) literally, i.e., an actual whipping is involved, and it
can also be applied figuratively, i.e., to refer merely to harsh measures without
specifying an actual whipping. Here is an example of the latter usage—harsh
measures, specifically prosecution:
Parliamentary Debates, vol. 267 (New Zealand Parliament, Dec. 1945, p. 712):
‘No matter how harsh the laws may be, men can never be stopped
from gambling. It can be driven underground. Hundreds of people
who would otherwise be decent, law-abiding citizens may be
prosecuted; they may have the “whip” put on them – and that is what
we are doing—but that will never prevent men taking the risk and
gambling.’
And here now are two examples of the former usage (involving an actual whipping):
1. A former slave, born in Georgia, told a WPA worker:
‘My white folks didn’t teach us nothin’ ‘cept how they could put the whip on
us. I had to put on a knittin’ of stockin’s in the mornin’and if I didn’t git it
out by night, Missy put the lash on me.’
We find this quote on p. 161 of Slave Narratives: A Folk History of Slavery
in the United States From Interviews with Former Slaves, collected 1936-38
by the Federal Writers’ Project, published in 1941 (Vol. XVI, Part 3), ‘Annie
Osborne,’ pp. 161-63. Ms. Osborne was born in Atlanta, GA. Since her age is
given as 81 at the time of the interview, she must have been born sometime in
1855-57.
2. Otago Witness for June 1, 1888 reported that a certain horse’s “backers did not
like the outlook after half a mile had been covered, as at that point Poole had
to put the whip on the chestnut and drive him along for a quarter of a mile
. . . .”
The article is titled “Winners of the Tradesmen’s Handicap.” Our source
doesn’t include numbering of pages. Interestingly, this weekly paper was
published in New Zealand--another Down Under connection.

-83. A farmer’s harsh treatment of his soil is described figuratively as ‘put[ting] the
whip on it.’ Lighty (1909: 219) writes:
‘ . . . the time comes when the horse does not mind even the whip. You see,
what that horse needed was pats, and not the whip. Vegetable matter is what
this soil needs, and not the whip. Yesterday going down to York Haven I
saw hills entirely barren, without vegetation of any kind, and yet that farmer
knew it and put the whip on it [italics added]. But he will not get a good
crop until he first fills that soil with vegetable matter.’
CLARIFICATION #2: RE-EMPHASIZING THE
FEARSOME NATURE OF THE KURBASH
Our book draws attention to the fearsome nature of the kurbash, but that nature
needs to be re-emphasized. The kurbash was an instrument par excellence of
deterrence and ending any behavior deemed untoward. Once again, this is relevant
for the key verse in Penal Servitude!, viz.:
‘There is one little dodge I am thinking,
That would put your profession all to smash,
It would put on the kibosh like winking,
That is if they was to introduce the lash.’
The last line clearly refers to a literal whipping. ‘Kibosh’ in the preceding line
must evoke images of the kurbash being literally applied, but since in line 3 it will
figuratively whip the criminal’s profession (putting it ‘all to smash’), it here
acquires what became its modern meaning: put a stopper to.
Here now is a reminder of the fearsome nature of the kurbash and hence its
effectiveness in putting an end to any unacceptable behavior. The passages are
from pp. 22-23 of Origin of Kibosh:
‘…cf. Kelly (1906:111-112) concerning the kurbash:
‘…These [whips] used to be common instruments of punishment, and cut the
flesh of the victim terribly if used with skill, so that the possession of one, and
the threat of using it, often was a sufficient deterrent in itself without resort to
more active means of correction.’
Cf. also Burckhardt (1819: 333):
‘…At Shendy I often overheard my companions, who, although savage enough,
were certainly not of the worst class of slave-merchants, say to each other,
when a slave had behaved ill, and they were afraid of punishing him, “Let him
only pass Berber, and the Korbadj will soon teach him obedience.”’
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which reports the 1840 whipping of Jews in Damascus to make them confess to the
(false) charge of ritually murdering a Capuchin monk who had disappeared:
(p. 30): “…The very best kurbashes were made of hippopotamus hide, expensive and difficult to come by in the Middle East but highly valued because the
tough hide could be shaped into exceptionally fine yet rugged lashes. The finer
the lash, the more effective the bastinado.
“The first stroke of the kurbash was usually against the wooden bench. The
impact of hide against wood softened the individual strands of the kurbash,
made the lashes more effective, and the loud snap focused the attention of the
subject, amplifying his anxiety. The next blow fell on the soles of the feet with
their sensitive nerve endings. Wealthy subjects, whose feet were accustomed to
the soft yellow leather of Damascus slippers, sometimes confessed before the
first blow fell.”
(p. 42): “The usual session of the bastinado was 200 lashes. If the witness was
uncooperative, a second session of 150 lashes was usually enough to persuade
cooperation. …”’
THE ‘CIRCA 1830’ DATING OF THE BROADSIDE ‘PENAL SERVITUDE!’
BACKGROUND INFORMATION, INCLUDING RELEVANCE OF ‘UNION’
IN PENAL SERVITUDE! AND MATTHEW LITTLE’S NOTICING THAT THE
BROADSIDE WAS ACTUALLY A POLITICAL POLEMIC
This section includes material that was already present in Origin of Kibosh. Although Penal Servitude! is undated, an internal analysis indicates it appeared before the first (November 27) 1834 ‘kibosh’ attestation:
1. The broadside does not say put the kibosh on but rather the slightly different put
on the kibosh. By 1835 there are no attestations at all of put on the kibosh. The
appearance of this latter alternative in the broadside makes sense only if it came
before put the kibosh on became fixed in popular speech.
2. The author of Penal Servitude! found it necessary to define ‘kibosh,’ something
that would not have been necessary if the broadside were written after put the
kibosh on attained national recognition in 1834-1835.
‘There is one little dodge I am thinking,
That would put your profession all to smash,
It would put on the kibosh like winking,
That is if they was to introduce the lash.’

-103. Two key lines of the poem are:
‘Here’s to be a deal of reformation,
About reform you’ve often heard a fuss.’
‘Here’s to be…’ clearly refers to the future, and the ‘fuss’(controversy) would
most likely have come before the 1834 law.
4. The first eleven lines of the broadside sing of the joys of penal servitude in
Australia, and then we read:
‘Give me penal servitude before the Union.’
The Royal Commission into the Operation of the Poor Laws in England and
Wales was established in February of 1832, and a change under discussion was the
grouping of parishes into unions to provide workhouses (the parishes would not
operate independently). The Commission began publishing its findings in February
1833 and made its final recommendations in 1834.
The broadside, seemingly a frivolous paean to the joys of penal servitude, might
better be seen as a political statement criticizing the new laws under consideration
as grossly ineffective. By comparison with the hard life of the poor in England,
penal servitude in Australia would be a pleasure. --- If this interpretation is correct
(and the reform was still in the future), this would point to 1832-1834 as the date of
the broadside.
5. An early (1837) attestation of ‘kybosh’ appears in a cant context, most importantly with two strikingly cant terms (low toby; fake), and this raises the possibility
(if not likelihood) that kybosh here was intended as a cant term too. The criminal
context of Penal Servitude! is obvious; and generally speaking, it seems more
likely that kibosh would have started in cant and then spread to standard slang
rather than the other way around.
The 1837 quote is from The Law of the Land, Or, London in the Last Century:
A Drama in Three Acts, by William Henry Wills, p. 2:
‘Damn it Nym, I thought we came here disguised as gemmen on the
low toby; and now you’ve put the kybosh on the whole fake. Here,
take the swag. (offers spoons behind back).’
See also below, pp. 23-24.
***
Cohen/Goranson/Little (2017: 12-18) treats the issue of dating the undated
broadside Penal Servitude!, and we still believe that the traditional dating ‘circa
1830’ is correct. But since we have encountered objections on this point, an overall
summary of the available information on the topic is in order.

-11FROM COHEN/GORANSON/LITTLE (2017: 12ff.)
Our book says:
‘As previously mentioned in this chapter, controversy has arisen concerning the
dating of the broadside Penal Servitude! Neither a date nor an author is given for
this work, and anything learned in this regard must come from internal analysis.
Expert John Alexander Ferguson estimated that this undated broadside was written
“ca. 1830,” basing his opinion on the broadside’s lines about the upcoming Reform
Bill:
“Here’s to be a deal of reformation,
About reform you’ve often heard a fuss.”
Note: “Here’s to be…” clearly seems to refer to the future.
‘Stephen Goranson agrees with Ferguson:
“The Reform Bill or Reform Act became law on June 7, 1832, so the
broadside might be dated circa 1830 (as per Ferguson), and possibly 1831 or
early 1832 – in any case, presenting an early attestation of kibosh.”
[G. Cohen, 2019: Instead of the Reform Act of 1832, the important
Reform Act for ‘kibosh’ was more likely the one of 1834.]
‘However, David Gold (2011: 118, fn. 29) is skeptical:
“Ferguson surmizes in his bibliography that the text of the broadside was
written in London in 1830 or thereabouts in response to the agitation over
the Reform Bill that would be passed in 1832. However, at least till
specialists examine its ink, paper, printing, and any watermarks it may have,
we should withhold judgment on its place and date of publication.”
‘With Gold’s request in mind I wrote to the reference section of the National
Library of Australia, asking whether the staff there knows of anyone who is expert
in any aspect of this and offering to pay for their services. I also asked whether the
broadside contains any watermarks. I soon received the following helpful reply, for
which Goranson, Little and I now express deep gratitude:
“Dear Gerald,
Thank you for contacting the National Library of Australia.
The broadside “Penal Servitude!” is from Sir John Ferguson’s own
collection, which was acquired by the Library and forms a central part of our
Australiana Collections along with the Petherick and Nan Kivell Collections.

-12As this appears to be the only known copy of the item, the Library would
not be willing, as you have surmised, to subject it to any physical testing that
would damage it in any way. However, I have examined it on a light box,
but found no watermarks. The paper appears to be machine-made, is very
thin and light, with quite uniform spread of the fibres. A bookplate for the
Ferguson Collection has been attached to the verso, which is the rectangular
shadow that can be seen in the image.
Ferguson's Bibliography is by far the most comprehensive source available on Australian colonial era publications, and I and colleagues at the
Library make very regular use of it. However, it was by no means 100%
complete (as you’ve seen from the Addenda volume; even today, booksellers
will sometimes offer items that are ‘not in Ferguson’), nor were his notes
always entirely accurate. His estimate of a publication date was of course
just that, an estimate, so a date of 1831 or 1832 would still be well within the
bounds of possibility. He would have been well aware of English legal and
legislative history, being himself a barrister and Judge of the NSW Industrial
Commission (if interested, there is an entry on him in the Australian
Dictionary of Biography).
Having now read the poem, it strikes me that there may be other textual
clues that could help date it, for example the use of the word “Union.” I at
first took it to refer to the Poor Law Unions, which (from my little knowledge and reading on the subject) were instituted after the passing of the
Poor Law Amendment Act, thus possibly giving it a date of 1834 or later.
However, when reading further on the subject, I then found references to
‘Gilbert Unions,’ which I had not previously known about. These existed
from the late 1780s although apparently not in large numbers, and perhaps
not in London. Do you think the word would have been in common enough
usage for readers of the poem to know its meaning in this context before
1834?
I can also say that the printing itself is of very poor quality. The printer
has not identified himself (perhaps unsurprisingly!), and the type-setting is
poor—spacing between words is sometimes non-existent, there are several
missing letters in words showing that they have not been set type-high, etc.
The ink has been applied unevenly and in excess. It all seems to have been a
very rushed job, perhaps done surreptitiously.
You may want to try one of the several online font identification sites to
see whether you can match the fonts used, although I don’t know whether
this would help you narrow down the date any more.

-13There is not a great deal more that I can tell you, but I hope this
information is of at least some assistance. …
Regards,
Andrew Sergeant
Reference Librarian
Information Services
National Library of Australia”
MENTION OF ‘UNION’ IN PENAL SERVITUDE!; RELEVANCE FOR
DATING THE BROADSIDE; MESSAGE FROM MATTHEW LITTLE
‘The first eleven lines of the broadside sing of the joys of penal servitude in
Australia, and then we read:
“Give me penal servitude before the Union.”
‘Here now are relevant comments from Matthew Little:
“Particularly interesting in Mr. Sergeant’s comments are his reference to
Poor Law unions and his suggestion that Penal Servitude! might have been
printed surreptitiously. [G. Cohen, 2019: The suggestion about possible
surreptitiousness is made in the third paragraph from the end of Sergeant’s
letter.]
The Royal Commission into the Operation of the Poor Laws was
established in February of 1832, partly in response to the Swing Riots,
which reached a peak in 1830-31. Of 102 persons who were prosecuted in
connection with these disturbances, “48 were imprisoned, 5 were sentenced
to death (1 of these was commuted) and 25 were transported to the colonies
in the Antipodes” (Ager 2014: 51).
The Commission began publishing its findings in February of 1833
(Mackay 1904: 52) and made its final recommendations in 1834. A recent
historian has called the resulting Poor Law Amendment Act “a classic
example of the fundamental Whig-Benthamite reforming legislation of the
period” (victorianweb.org/history/poorlaw/plaatext.html). The Act mandated
the creation of Poor Law unions, expanding on the 1782 Poor Relief Act,
(commonly known as Gilbert’s Act, (Theobald 1834: 85 et passim), which
“empowered parishes to combine into unions, with joint workhouses”
(Boyer 2006: 22n).

-14If the idea of mandating such unions was floating around in public before
the Commission’s final report, Penal Servitude! might have been engaging
in the discussion. However, stern measures that were intended to limit public
discussion might have induced the publisher as well as the author of Penal
Servitude! to want anonymity.
Particularly noticeable was the career of William Cobbett, who was tried
for seditious libel in July of 1831, principally on the basis of his Rural War,
which attempts to justify the Swing Riots. At the trial he conducted his own
defense and walked free when the jury deadlocked (Cobbett 190). Cobbett
had already served two years for libel in Newgate Prison 1810-12, the
occasion being his vigorous protest against the floggings of five British
soldiers (“Five hundred lashes each! Aye, that is right!,” he wrote. “Flog
them; flog them; Flog them! They deserve it, and a great deal more. They
deserve it every meal time” [qtd. in Carlyle 1904: 147]).
A broadside engraving of 1810 titled ‘The Hampshire Hog in the Pound
depicts Cobbett in prison, facing a gaoler who wields a cat-o-nine-tails; and
behind the gaoler is a clergyman saying, “aye aye flog him, flog him well,
flog him soundly.”
In 1817 Cobbett sailed to America to avoid another prosecution for libel
(Carlyle 1904: 197-99), though he continued to publish his popular Political
Register in London. Shortly after he returned to England in 1819, he and
other radical writers faced a severe threat from one of the Six Acts that were
instituted following the Peterloo Massacre: “The Blasphemous and Seditious
Libels Act [1820] made fourteen years’ banishment or transportation the
maximum penalty for a second conviction” (Mori 2014: 103).”
‘OBSERVATION ON MATTHEW LITTLE’S PASSAGE JUST ABOVE
‘Little makes an important observation:
“If the idea of setting up those unions was floating around in public before the
Commission’s report in 1834, Penal Servitude! might have been engaging in the
discussion.”
‘This is interesting. The broadside can now be seen not as a senseless, frivolous
paean to the joys of Australian penal servitude but rather as a political statement.
Its message: The hardships of the poor in England are so severe (and the proposed
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servitude in Australia is a pleasure.’
BOBBIES ‘POLICEMEN’ AS AN ANTEDATING IN PENAL SERVITUDE!
ITS ORIGINAL CANT NATURE MIGHT BE REPONSIBLE FOR ITS
ABSENCE ELSEWHERE IN PRINT PRIOR TO 1844
One of the ads-l challenges to the ‘circa 1830’ dating of Penal Servitude! is the
broadside’s mention of ‘Bobbies’ (policemen), which is otherwise first attested in
1844. The questioner, however, is aware that we just might deal with antedating,
and this is very likely what happened. The issue is already addressed in the book
(p. 17):
‘Penal Servitude! mentions Bobby “policeman” in the plural (“The Bobbies
sometimes are very useful”) and the singular (“If a Bobby sees you he is on
your track”). OED3 gives 1844 as the first attestation, so if anyone wishes to
challenge the earlier dating of the broadside, Bobby “policeman” might be
cited as evidence. An alternative explanation is that the term already existed,
with Penal Servitude! providing an antedating.
OED3 gives meaning #1: “A slang nickname for a policeman,” commenting:
“Probably in allusion to the name of Mr. (afterwards Sir) Robert Peel, who
was Home Secretary when the new Metropolitan Police Act was passed in
1828.” First example:
1844 Sessions’ Paper June 341, I heard her say..“a bobby”..it was a
signal to let them know a policeman was coming.
‘Note that in this example, “a bobby” was used as a signal to watch out,
what the criminals would call “an office.” So by 1844 “bobby” was a
criminal slang (cant) term, rather than one in standard slang. This might
explain why it has not yet been located in other, pre-1844, sources.
‘In any case, the above-cited indications that the broadside was written prior
to passage of the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834 seem convincing to
Goranson, Little, and me. Bobby “policeman” could have arisen any time
from 1828 on, and the absence of pre-1844 attestations is not proof that the
term was not in use then.’
Incidentally, another antedating in the book is ‘drain’ (a drink; from rhyming
slang ‘drain and sink’). OED3: 1836; our book (p. 57) has it a year earlier (from
Bell’s Life in London, and Sporting Chronicle, September 27, 1835, p. 1):
‘“Vy don’t you pitch into her Sarah?” exclaims one half-dressed matron, by
way of encouragement. “S’elp me God, if my ‘usband had treated her vith a
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wixen.”’
Also incidentally, after publication of our book, Goranson noticed a five-year
antedating of Bobby ‘policeman’ (1844 to 1839); see Lambton 1839 in the
references below.
REFLECTIONS ON BOBBY AND WHETHER MENTION OF ‘HE’ (THE
POLICE) WHO ‘CAN BE EITHER ABSENT, DEAF, OR BLIND’ MIGHT BE A
VEILED REFERENCE TO ROBERT PEEL.
[ed., G. Cohen]: The following interesting reflections come from Matthew Little
(private message to Goranson and me, Oct. 7, 2018); they refer to the following
verse in the broadside Penal Servitude!:
The Bobbies are sometimes very useful,
He can be either absent, deaf, or blind;
And if you’re collared by the handful,
A comfortable home you’re sure to find.
‘Re: Bobby, I wonder whether “from 1828 on” might reasonably become
“from 1814 on,” 1814 being the year in which Robert Peel established the
Peace Preservation Force in Ireland (and OED3’s earliest attestation of
peeler “policeman” is dated 1816). As far as I know, the appearance of
bobby peeler “policeman” in a dictionary occurs no earlier than 1885, in
Brewer’s Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, but of course that’s no reason to
think that the term was not in use much earlier; and bobby strikes me as
being no less likely an abbreviation than peeler, and perhaps more attractive
as a cant term, both because the connection with its origin is more obscure,
and because criminals might not want to risk calling attention to their status;
as Brewer points out regarding peeler, “It is an extraordinary circumstance
that this word, now applied to a policeman or thief-catcher, was in the
sixteenth century applied to robbers.”
Regarding the stanza of Penal Servitude! that contains Bobbies, that odd
shift in the second line from the plural to a “he” who “can be either absent,
deaf, or blind” has prompted me to wonder whether there might be a veiled
reference to Robert Peel’s legislative endeavors in 1828-29. His big project
was getting the Catholic Relief Act through the House of Commons, and this
endeavor was in jeopardy twice because of his temporary absence from the
House—once because he’d lost his place as MP from one borough, and
didn’t become an MP again until the MP from another borough resigned in
his favor; and once when he was just on the verge of proposing the Act to
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meeting. And 1829 appears to be the year in which Peel became partially
deaf as a result of an accident. All coincidental, perhaps.’
AUTHOR OF THE PENAL SERVITUDE! WAS MORE LIKELY
INFLUENCED BY THE WORK PRECEDING THE REFORM OF
1834 THAN THE REFORM OF 1832
Douglas Wilson (7/26/2018 ads-l message) correctly observes that the author
of Penal Servitude! would not likely have been influenced by the Reform of 1832,
since that bill was related to electoral reform and therefore not relevant to the
interests of prisoners:
‘It seems that the presence of the words “reform” and “reformation” in
the poem suggests (to somebody) a connection with a “Reform Bill” of
1832. This seems dubious to me. As far as I know, the 1832 bill was
related to electoral reform.…’
This looks helpful as a piece of the puzzle in dating the broadside. Although
‘ca.1830’ is correct, it is possible that the ‘fuss’ which Penal Servitude! refers to
occurred in 1832-1834. The relevant quote again is:
‘Here’s to be a deal of reformation,
About reform you’ve often heard a fuss.’
As mentioned above, ‘Here’s to be…’ clearly refers to the future, and the
‘fuss’(controversy) would most likely have come before the 1834 law. Also
mentioned earlier is the Penal Servitude! quote:
‘Give me penal servitude before the Union.’
The organization of parishes into unions was a key provision of the Reform Act
of 1834, and this is very likely what the author of the broadside referred to in the
line quoted just above.
So far, so good. The above considerations point to the broadside being written
prior to the issuing of the 1834 reform act. But perhaps it is possible to go a step
further. Note this excerpt from the Internet material quoted below:
‘On 1 February 1832, the formation of the Royal Commission was announced… The assistant commissioners were to be sent out into England
and Wales to collect data on poverty by visiting parishes and by having
persons respond to questionnaires, while the central board were to digest the
information into a report. …’
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and 1831, i.e., prior to the formation of the Royal Commission. But the word ‘fuss’
conveys the idea of greater breadth and intensity of public discussion. And that
would seem to derive from the questionnaires being widely distributed plus the
visits of the assistant commissioners to parishes throughout England and Wales.
Therefore, while we do not rule out the possibility that Penal Servitude! was
written a year or two before 1832, we do see a case to be made for a slightly later
time (1832-1834).
Here now is background information (from the Internet) on the preparatory
work for the reforms:
‘Royal Commission into the Operation of the Poor Laws 1832
The 1832 Royal Commission into the Operation of the Poor Laws was a group
set up to decide how to change the Poor Law systems in England and Wales.
…The recommendations of the Royal Commission's report were implemented
in the Poor Law Amendment Act 1834.
‘Formation
‘On 1 February 1832, the formation of the Royal Commission was announced
by Viscount Althorp in the House of Commons. The Royal Commission
consisted initially of seven commissioners and sixteen assistant commissioners.
The central board was expanded to nine commissioners in 1833. The assistant
commissioners were to be sent out into England and Wales to collect data on
poverty by visiting parishes and by having persons respond to questionnaires,
while the central board were to digest the information into a report.
The findings of the Poor Law Commissioners, published in thirteen volumes,
began appearing in February 1833.They were used to argue that the existing
system of poor relief needed a radical overhaul.
The first seven were appointed in 1832, the last two in 1833.’
‘Report recommendations
The writers of the report suggested radical changes to English Poor Laws:
1.‘Separate workhouses for different types of paupers including aged, children,
able-bodied males and able-bodied females.
2. The grouping of parishes into unions to provide workhouses. [G. Cohen:
Italics added]
3. The banning of outdoor relief so that people had to enter workhouses in order
to claim relief.
4. A central authority to implement these policies and prevent the variation in
practice which occurred under the old poor law.
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‘There was strong support for the report from all sides of Parliament. The
Report’s ideas were quickly passed into law. …’
EXCLAMATION POINT IN PENAL SERVITUDE!
Let’s bear in mind Matthew Little’s interpretation that the broadside is a polemic
against the planned reform (1834) as being woefully insufficient; by comparison
with the lot of the poor in England, Australian penal servitude is a pleasure. The
exclamation point in the broadside’s title is intended to be emphatic about this and
functions here much like the German word doch would (to express disagreement
with a supposedly mistaken impression).
1836 ‘KIBOSH’ HELPS ILLUSTRATE EARLY USE OF THE WORD IN
COCKNEY SPEECH (WHERE ‘KIBOSH’ HAD EVIDENTLY FIRST TAKEN
ROOT)
In a Dec. 9, 2017 message, Stephen Goranson wrote to Matthew Little and me:
‘Here’s another apparently recently-scanned use of “kibosh” in context of a
London law, which evidently moved some butchers’ business within London from
Smithfield Market (NNW of St. Paul's Cathedral) to further away from the city
center to Islington Market. …’
The move was initiated in 1836, and the relevant ‘kibosh’ quote appears in a
poem denouncing the move, arguing, among other things, that it would be harmful
to two local lodging places, one of which bears the name ‘Bear and Ragged Staff’:
‘They have put…The kibosh on the Bear and Ragged Staff’
(poem: ‘A Protest Against the New Islington Market Bill,’ in The Squib
Annual...for MDCCCXXXVI, London.)
That the Bear and Ragged Staff was a lodging place is clear from Arber and
Seccombe (1903: 348):
‘The Carriers of Crawley in Bedfordshire do lodge at the Bear and Ragged Staff
in Smithfield. …’
Also, two lines before ‘Bear and Ragged Staff’ appears in the poem one finds ‘the
Ram,’ and one finds it too at the very end (in ‘Ram, Smithfield’). The Ram was
another lodging place (Arber & Seccombe (1903: 348):
‘The Carriers of Coventry in Warwickshire do lodge at the Ram in Smithfield.’
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financial loss from the move to Islington:
‘Why, Lord bless me, the business of the Ram,
So landlord says, will not be worth a d---;’
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE POEM
Two particular words in the poem caught my attention:
1. werry ‘very,’ in:
‘For only look, Smithfield’s the werry spot
For trade—believe me, or believe me not.’
2. two instances of sich ‘such’:
a. ‘A individual in that ere station,
Shouldn’t be placed in sich a situation.’
b. ‘It’s ‘stonishing that men as knows what’s what,
Should ever have clapt their eyes on sich a spot;’
‘Werry’ and ‘sich’ are both typical of the Cockney dialect. With respect to
‘werry,’ Cockney speech often substitutes ‘v’ for ‘w’ (‘ven’ for ‘when’, ‘vich’ for
‘which’) and ‘w’ for ‘v’ (‘werry’ for ‘very’); also ‘wittler’ for ‘vittler, i.e.,
‘victualler’:
[p. 113] ‘Now, all the wittlers in the public line,
As has a licence there, and sports a sign’
Now, one of the things Goranson noticed about ‘kibosh’ is that it evidently first
took root in Cockney speech and was vectored into standard British slang by a
Cockney chimney sweep, who in 1834 had his lexically historic outburst with
‘kibosh.’
The 1836 poem is evidently an additional very early instance of ‘kibosh’
appearing in Cockney speech. The poem was either written by a Cockney or by
someone imitating Cockney speech.
THE 1836 POEM
Here now is the poem (for ‘kibosh,’ see end of second verse):
‘A PROTEST AGAINST THE NEW ISLINGTON MARKET BILL
I do object to this ‘ere bill, because
I thinks as how it’s quite against the laws;
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A-going to do away with the old charter;
They mean to split up all the pens, and lick
All them as does’nt choose to cut their stick;
And coves wot the poor hannimals’ hides and legs hit;
Must walk their chalks, they say, and make their egzit.
Now every one can see, wot’s wide awake,
This is a rummy start, and no mistake;
Why, Lord bless me, the business of the Ram,
So landlord says, will not be worth a d---;
And they have put—now, honour bright—no chaff—
The kibosh on the Bear and Ragged Staff.
[G. Cohen: italics added]
[p. 113] I means t’observe, them chaps as makes the laws,
Don’t know the sight of heavy as they draws;
And all the summuts short upon the sly,
They lets in at the side door—oh, my eye!
For only look, Smithfield’s the werry spot
For trade—believe me, or believe me not.
Now, all the wittlers in the public line,
As has a licence there, and sports a sign,
‘Spectable coves as us’d to cut it fat,
Should say, “Thank you for nothin’,” now, mind that.
For how’d you like—now just you listen here,
To be the only cove as drinks your beer?
A individual in that ere station,
Shouldn’t be placed in sich a situation.
In course, when to one house so long he’s stuck, he
Should have a trifle when he cuts his lucky;
And, blow me, if it doesn’t strike my noddle,
Without a summut, s’help me if I’d toddle.
And, mind you, when this blessed bill shall pass,
You’ll have to go up there to buy a ass;
And as for ‘osses, Galloway, or cob,
You won’t get none on ‘em then for thirty bob;
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To that there market, how they’ll lay it on?
London’s the place for a cheap thing and choice,
But t’other place won’t do at any price.
Well, though it doesn’t matter to me a button,
Blow beef from Islington, and Balls-pond mutton;
And as for all the pigs and them as fat ‘em,
Just see, the London salesmen won’t look at ‘em;
And as for the dumb hannimals, good day to ‘em,
No one will have nothin’ at all to say to ‘em.
Those chaps up there thinks themselves mighty clever;
But they’re nothin’ o’ that kind whatsumever.
It’s ‘stonishing that men as knows what’s what,
Should ever have clapt their eyes on sich a spot;
For every one I knows agrees with me,
It’s the most unlikeliest place as e’er he see;
When Smithfield, where you will, look up and down,
For man and beast’s the centaur of the town.
It puts my pipe out when I thinks about it,
But wot’s the use? They can’t go on without it.
They says as how they built this queer new market,
Because sometimes the oxes chose to lark it;
[p. 115]: But ain’t it nat’ral? If you were guv
Such precious whops as they get when they’re druv,
You’d pitch into the first you set your eyes on;
And wot is one man’s meat’s another’s p’ison.
And if sometimes they do come unaware.
And toss some rum old missus in the air,
Why, if they toss’d ‘em high as the church steeple,
They never touches none but the poor people.
Lord bless your soul! th’ hannimals knows too well
They mustn’t lay a finger on a swell;
And, only mind, however high they jerk us,
Isn’t that better than toddlin’ to the work ‘us’?
They’d do more good if they set more a flying;
Therefore, what signifies us argufying?
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Here, Tom, old boy, another pot o’ gatter.
JAMES MUGGERIDGE
HIS X MARK.’

Ram, Smithfield.

NOTES ON THE ABOVE POEM
ORIGIN OF ‘BEAR AND RAGGED STAFF’
Wikipedia: ‘Medieval legends have it that the Earl of Warwick at the time of King
Arthur was called Arthgal, which was thought to have come from the Welsh word
“artos” or bear. The ragged staff came from a legend about another Earl of
Warwick Morvidus, who polished off a giant using the broken branch of a tree.’
[ed., G. Cohen: The Feb./March 2019 COE presentation of the 1836 ‘kibosh’
attestation has two supplementary sections which are not essential to the discussion and which I now omit:
‘Protests Against The Move From Smithfield To Islington Were Effective.’
and ‘1834 House Of Commons Speech Against The Change.’]

***
1837 ATTESTATION OF KYBOSH IN A CANT CONTEXT: POSSIBLY A
SMALL PIECE OF ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE THAT PENAL SERVITUDE!
WAS THE STARTING POINT FOR PUT THE KIBOSH ON.
Goranson drew this 1837 attestation to the attention of ads-l in 2006 but overlooked it during the years the kibosh manuscript was being put together. The
oversight isn’t serious and was corrected by Goranson in a follow-up ads-l
message (Oct. 14, 2017) titled ‘A few more things about the Origin of Kibosh:
Routledge Studies in Etymology’:
‘…The book somehow lacks one 1837 passage that I sent to this list (I let it fall
through the cracks;…). This quotation is not crucial to our--if I may say so,
strong case, but, as it happens, I learned two things about it (besides its absence)
since Gerald, Matthew and I submitted the MS. Here’s the passage (as I sent it
here in 2006):
1837 The Law of the Land, Or, London in the Last Century: A Drama
in Three Acts, by William Henry Wills, p. 2:
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low toby; and now you’ve put the kybosh on the whole fake. Here,
take the swag. (offers spoons behind back).
‘Thing one: this author, W. H. Wills (1810-1880, lived in London since 1819),
knew Charles Dickens. They met in 1837 and eventually became close friends and
Wills became Dickens’ “sub-editor.” In 1912 a book was published: Charles
Dickens as Editor: Being Letters Written by him To William Henry Wills... (The
1837 and 1912 books are available at hathitrust.org).
‘Thing two: Wills’ 1837 Drama was presented as if reflecting life one century
earlier. But “kybosh”--as well as “fake”--would have been anachronistic then.’
BUT ALSO NOTE: CANT CONTEXT OF 1837 ‘KYBOSH’ QUOTE
1837 kybosh appears together with two strikingly cant terms (low toby; fake),
raising the possibility (if not likelihood) that kybosh here was intended as a cant
term too. And what is it about kybosh that would cause the author to associate it
with cant?
A possible answer: The criminal context of the Penal Servitude! -- the ca. 1830
poem which Goranson first suggested provides us the starting point for put the
kibosh on; (incidentally, in the poem it appeared slightly differently: put on the
kibosh).
Or viewed slightly differently, 1837 kybosh might be seen as a small piece of
additional evidence that Penal Servitude! was the starting point for put the kibosh
on. Generally speaking, it seems more likely that kibosh would have started in
cant and then spread to standard slang rather than the other way around.
FOR EASY REFERENCE: OED3 ON CANT LOW TOBY AND FAKE
OED3 says:
‘low toby n. cant (now hist.) robbery carried out by thieves on foot; opposed to
the high toby at toby n.2; cf. low pad n.’
The first two attestations are:
1807 Sessions' Papers Feb. 133/1 He..asked me if I had any objection of being
in a good thing... I asked him when and..he replied it was low toby, meaning a
fotpad [sic] robbery.
1866 A. Fergusson ‘Crusher’ & Cross xii. 93 Their charging him when he left
with starting on the ‘low Toby’ rose often in his mind as he thought of home.’
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‘trans. In thieves’ or vagrants’ language: To perform any operation upon; to ‘do’,
‘do for’; to plunder, wound, kill; to do up, put into shape; to tamper with, for the
purpose of deception. In the last-mentioned application it has latterly come into
wider colloquial use, esp. with reference to the ‘cooking’ or dressing-up of news,
reports, etc., for the press. Also, with up or absol.
1819 J. H. Vaux New Vocab. Flash Lang. in Memoirs II. (at cited word) To fake
any person or place, to rob them; to fake a person may also imply to shoot, wound,
or cut; to fake a man out and out, is to kill him; a man who inflicts wounds upon,
or otherwise disfigures, himself, for any sinister purpose, is said to have faked
himself; if a man's shoe happens to pinch or gall his foot, he will complain that his
shoe fakes his foot sadly..to fake your slangs, is to cut your irons in order to escape
from custody; to fake your pin, is to create a sore leg, or to cut it, as if accidentally..in hopes..to get into the doctor's list, &c.; to fake a screeve is to write any
letter or other paper; to fake a screw, is to shape out a skeleton or false key, for the
purpose of screwing a particular place; to fake a cly is to pick a pocket.
1851 H. Mayhew London Labour I. 352/1 The ring is made out of brass gilt
buttons,..it’s faked up to rights.’
[G. Cohen: then more examples]
OED3’s slang noun fake, n.2 derives from the above verb. Notice: the first, 1827,
example cited for the noun by OED3 is in a criminal context. OED3’s entry says:
fake, n.2
‘Etymology: Belongs to fake v.2
1. An act of ‘faking’; a contrivance, ‘dodge’, trick, invention; a ‘faked’ or ‘cooked’
report. Passing from slang to colloq. in the sense of ‘a counterfeit person or thing’.
1827 Maginn in Blackwood’s Mag. (Farmer) The fogle~hunter’s doing. Their
morning fake in the prigging lay.
1851 H. Mayhew London Labour I. 223/2 After that we had a fine ‘fake’—that
was the fire of the Tower of London—it sold rattling.
1885 Punch 31 Jan. 60 If I worked the theatrical fake—which I don’t.’
[G. Cohen: then more examples]
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DAVID GOLD REPORTEDLY RETRACTS THE PART OF HIS 2011
ARTICLE WHICH ARGUES THAT ‘KIBOSH’ (IN ‘PUT THE KIBOSH
ON’) DERIVES FROM THE CLOGMAKING TOOL ‘KIBOSH’1
The kibosh is a clogmaking tool used in rubbing the waxed or oiled leather of the
clog. Gold argues in his 2011 article that ‘kibosh’ in ‘put the kibosh on’ derives
from the clogmaking tool, but he reportedly no longer holds to that view.
See http://languagehat.com/liberman-on-kibosh/
which has the following item:
‘Suzanne Valkemirer says (June 9, 2016 at 8:14 pm):
“In connection with the English word kibosh, David L. Gold has recently
written me that
‘I no longer suggest that the clogmakers’ term may be the etymon of kibosh
as in put the kibosh on (rather, the latter kibosh is probably the etymon of the
former kibosh) or that the word kibosh may have a slight Jewish connection.
‘Now, I find evidence for a different suggestion, not original with me and not
involving any Jewish language or Jews, which I will present in an expanded
version of the article published in 2011.
‘You ask about the full version of the article. It is now available on the
website of RUA – Repositorio de la Universidad de Alicante, where it may be
downloaded free of charge. Searching for “David Gold kibosh Revista
Alicantina. No. 24, November 2011, pp. 73-129” will take you to it.
‘That article is still of value because it clears away a heap of misinformation
that has accumulated in connection with the supposed Yiddish or Hebrew origin
of the word. All suggestions having a Jewish connection of one kind or another
are baseless.
‘The Maher and Goranson suggestions are indefensible, as I will explain in
the expanded version, now in the works’”.’
COMMENTS ON THE ABOVE RETRACTION
The proposed derivation of kibosh in put the kibosh on from the clogmaking tool
kibosh is discussed and rejected in some detail in Cohen/Goranson/Little 2017,

______________________
1

We deal here with an online report about Gold’s opinion on ‘kibosh’ rather than
a statement directly from him. Presumably, though, if the June 2016 report were
inaccurate, he would likely have become aware of it in the meantime and issued a
correction.
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Also, Gold’s message to Suzanne Valkemirer describes the derivation of kibosh
from kurbash (Goranson’s suggestion; Little’s too) as ‘indefensible.’ But in fact it
is very defensible, and since Gold’s message was written prior to the 2017 publication of Origin of ‘Kibosh’, he had not yet seen all the evidence supporting this suggestion, e.g. French-Sheldon (1892: 200), which says:
‘Witnessing the event, Hamidi’s kibosh (rhinoceros-hide stick) went
whistling through the air as he impulsively plunged through the stream to
chastise the frightened askari.’
The parenthetical comment ‘rhinoceros-hide stick’ appears in the quote just above
and clearly refers to a kurbash. The kurbash was a stick-like whip made of rhinoceros or hippopotamus hide.
WORD-RESEARCHER ALLAN METCALF: ‘FROM CRIMINAL SLANG
TO MODERN ACCEPTABILITY’ (LINGUA FRANCA, SEPT. 27, 2018).
REPRINT
‘PUT THE KIBOSH ON. --- Some words and phrases are so significant, so revealing of our society and our view of language and the world, that they deserve a book
of their own. So, for example, we have The Story of Ain’t: America, Its Language,
and the Most Controversial Dictionary Ever Published by David Skinner (HarperCollins 2012).
‘Then there is Jesse Sheidlower’s demurely titled The F-Word (which shamelessly spells it out on the pages inside), now in its third edition (Oxford University
Press, 2009).
‘But the unquestioned champion of single-word studies, at least with regard to
American English, is the etymologist par excellence Gerald Cohen, professor of
German and Russian at Missouri University of Science and Technology. He is
writer, editor, and publisher of the monthly print-only journal Comments on
Etymology, now in its 48th year. He looks not so much for prominent words as for
those that offer the greatest etymological challenges, those that dictionaries label
“origin unknown.”
‘Typically, Cohen will introduce his theory about a word of uncertain origin in
an article in Comments, wait for responses from his small but active readership,
and happily reconsider his conclusions and print them too. Sometimes a word will
have been so thoroughly and conclusively analyzed that it becomes a book. He
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books.
‘So far his method of printing draft after draft until the origin is firmly determined has resulted in books on Shyster (1982) and Origin of New York City’s Nickname “The Big Apple” (with Barry Popik, second edition, 2011).
‘Now he has a third: Origin of Kibosh (Routledge), with co-authors Stephen
Goranson, who made the key discoveries on the origin of the word, and Matthew
Little, the first to notice that it probably derives from “kurbash” (a sticklike Middle
Eastern whip). In 161 well-organized pages, they provide ample citations of the
earliest known examples. They show how “kibosh” shifted from one meaning to
another as it moved from criminal slang to modern acceptability.
‘When they began this investigation, there were at least eight alternatives for
language of origin of “kibosh,” including Hebrew, Irish, Old High German, even
Latin and French. The book respectfully includes the full arguments for each of the
three most likely.
‘But early citations discovered by Goranson convincingly point to Cockney
slang early in the 1830s with the meaning “whip” or “lash” as the most likely
origin of the word. The authors include copious citations with generous amounts of
context, including a facsimile of a broadside poem (circa 1830) that provides the
earliest example.
‘A special twist with the book’s publication is the October 2018 issue of
Comments on Etymology, its 23 pages devoted entirely to “Update #2 on Research
into Put the Kibosh On.” So the book is just a stop along the way. It doesn’t put the
kibosh on future investigations of that word and phrase.’
STEPHEN DODSON (LANGUAGEHAT.COM) AND
BEN ZIMMER (WALL STREET JOURNAL)
Stephen Dodson (editor of the blog languagehat.com) commented favorably, June
15, 2018:
‘Yes, while I think everyone’s first reaction to the kibosh = whip idea
is that it feels implausible, the evidence presented in the book is quite
compelling.’
And:
‘I wish there could be such a volume for every word with an interesting
etymology.’
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‘Putting The Kibosh On An Old Riddle’ (subheading: ‘Clues From An 1830 Poem
Point To A Long Whip’). Zimmer’s key comment:
‘…The resulting book, “Origin of Kibosh,” in the Routledge series of
Etymology, settles on a convincing origin story.’
ANATOLY LIBERMAN’S OCT. 31, 2018 INTERNET ITEM
SAYS KIBOSH FROM KURBASH IS ‘PROBABLE.’
Anatoly Liberman is one of the world’s foremost etymologists and is particularly
interested in words whose origin poses special difficulties. His attention was
therefore attracted by ‘put the kibosh on,’ and his Oxford University Press internet
column has been devoted several times to this expression. As the Comments on
Etymology working papers on ‘kibosh’ began to appear, Liberman remained
neutral on the validity of the Goranson/Little suggestion of ‘kibosh’ from ‘kurbash’
(two other suggestions were competing with it), and when our book appeared in
2017, Liberman expressed interest in its material but remained non-committal on
its central suggestion (‘kibosh’ from ‘kurbash).’
What interests me now is his most recent column to treat ‘kibosh,’ viz., ‘Etymology Gleanings For October 2018.’ It presents a mixture of various thoughts about
‘kibosh,’ including mention of it being ‘this intractable word’ (with regard to its
etymology), but I will here concentrate on the one sentence which, so to speak,
hopped off the page for me:
‘The three authors [Cohen, Goranson, Little] provided enough material
to make it probable that kibosh goes back to kurbash “lash”.’
This happens to be the main point that Goranson, Little, and I have been arguing
all along. Liberman seems to be agreeing with us! It is not a full-throated endorsement (‘probable’ still leaves wiggle room), but it does seem significant.
MERRIAM-WEBSTER 6/23/2018: SUGGESTION THAT
KIBOSH DERIVES FROM KURBASH IS UNCONVINCING
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/kibosh
Merriam-Webster’s 6/23/2018 update to its blog Word Of The Day sees the ‘kibosh
from kurbash’ suggestion as questionable:
‘…Arabic kurbāj, kirbāj “whip, lash” and its source, Turkish kırbaç. The latter
hypothesis is argued at length in a monograph by Gerald Cohen, Stephen
Goranson and Matthew Little, Origin of Kibosh (Routledge, 2017), which also
summarizes recently found antedatings to citations of the word in the Oxford
English Dictionary (dating the word with certainty to 1834, and perhaps to
1830). Pace the authors’ enthusiasm, the Arabic/Turkish origin is questionable:
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reflects the vowel and accent of the first syllable (according with the current
pronunciation), the phonetic gap between the source and the English word is
difficult to bridge; and the authors suggest no mechanism by which an assumed
loanword from the eastern Mediterranean could have found its way into the
speech of lower London social strata. Liberman may well be correct that “with
the present evidence at our disposal, the chance of unearthing the origin of
kibosh is vanishingly small.”’
REPLYING TO MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S CRITICISMS
The most troubling Merriam-Webster comment above is the following assertion:
‘The authors suggest no mechanism by which an assumed loanword from the
eastern Mediterranean could have found its way into the speech of lower
London social strata.’
But this just isn’t true. The authors point in some detail to the ca. 1830 broadside
Penal Servitude! as the likely mechanism that spread the term into Cockney
speech.
Secondly, Merriam-Webster sees the early pronunciation kye-bosh as raising
doubt about the term deriving from kurbash:
‘Pace the authors’ enthusiasm, the Arabic/Turkish origin is questionable: if Charles Dickens’ 1835 recording of the word as “kye-bosh”
accurately reflects the vowel and accent of the first syllable (according with the current pronunciation), the phonetic gap between the
source and the English word is difficult to bridge.’
Two replies come to mind for the pronunciation issue. First, whatever uncertainty
might exist concerning how the differing pronunciations of kibosh arose (in put the
kibosh on), the combined evidence in favor of this word deriving from kurbash is
overwhelming. The full list is presented above, pp. 4-6; here are two of its
examples:
1) kibosh is specifically defined as a whip in French-Sheldon 1892:
‘Witnessing the event, Hamidi’s kibosh (rhinoceros-hide stick) went
whistling through the air as he impulsively plunged through the stream to
chastise the frightened askari.’
The definition in parentheses just above appears in the original text.
2) World War I song ‘Belgium Put The Kibosh On The Kaiser’:
‘For Belgium put the kibosh on the Kaiser.
Europe took the stick and made him sore…’
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As for kye- in kye-bosh, we should bear in mind that ribald is pronounced
‘RYEbald,’ and a dialectal pronunciation of Italian is EYE-talian. KYE-bosh
(beside ki-BOSH) may represent a similar phenomenon. In any case, the book’s
authors saw a little thicket of problems in the pronunciation issues of kibosh/kybosh, very possibly leading to no firm conclusions. And since we regarded the
pronunciation issues as unrelated to the book’s central issues, viz., the origin and
spread of kibosh, we avoided them there.
***
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MATTHEW LITTLE’S PAPER PRESENTED AT THE 2019 BIENNIAL
CONFERENCE OF THE DICTIONARY SOCIETY OF NORTH
AMERICA
Solving A Long-Standing Etymological Mystery:
Origin Of ‘Put The Kibosh on’
Matthew Little
Mississippi State University
Seekers after the origin of the word kibosh, as in ‘put the kibosh on’–– ‘bring an
end to [something]’–– have suggested derivations from Hebrew, Latin, Old High
German, Yiddish, French, Italian, and Irish Gaelic. Gerald Cohen, Stephen
Goranson and I have written a book proposing a derivation ultimately from
Turkish kırbaç––rendered kurbash and quite a variety of other ways in English––
the name of a whip made of rhinoceros or hippopotamus hide, once used so
extensively in the middle east for punishment and intimidation that ‘government by
kourbash’ became a phenomenon deplored in the British empire.
The earliest attestation of kibosh in OED is dated 1836. However, a number of
earlier attestations exist, the earliest (as far as we know) appearing circa 1830 in a
broadside composition titled Penal Servitude!, which includes the quatrain
There is one little dodge I am thinking,
That would put your profession all to smash,
It would put on the kibosh like winking,
That is if they was to introduce the lash.
My co-authors and I read the fourth line of that quatrain as a gloss on the third.
Corroboration for this reading exists in a version of the poem recorded in 1885,
where the third and fourth lines of the quatrain are
If they’d bring in the kybosh like winking,-That is if they’d introduce the lash.
Since ‘introduce’ parallels ‘bring in’ here, an equation of ‘kybosh’ with ‘lash’
seems clear.
The poem appears to take part in public controversy over the treatment of poor
people in the British Isles; the line “Give me penal servitude before the Union” in
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‘reformation’ and ‘reform’ in the fourth stanza, along with ‘keep your paupers in
starvation,’ may refer to discussions that culminated in the Poor Law Reformation
Act of 1834. The poem implies that a criminal who is transported to Australia has
a life far better than that of a poor person in England. The poem may also allude to
another controversy: as Stephen Goranson has pointed out, ‘in the early 1830s . . .
debate was lively about flogging,’ and ‘the Whigs were widely criticized by radicals for failing to abolish flogging in the military.’ The two controversies merged
earlier: in 1811, an article titled ‘Flogging the Poor’ reported that a Member of
Parliament had expressed ‘horror at the introduction of a bill to legalize the flogging of paupers in workhouses.’
Kibosh appears to have begun its career in English among the less-prestigious
classes in England, particularly among Cockneys, who, like many others in southern England, spoke an r-less dialect, a fact that might account for the disappearance
of the /r/ from some pronunciations of kurbash. Leaving aside for the moment the
question of how kibosh as a variant of kurbash might have found its way into English in the first place, the vectoring of kibosh into general use can be traced, at least
in part, to newspaper items that appeared in 1834 and 1835. A story in a London
newspaper quoted a Cockney chimney-sweep who was fined for violating the
Chimney-Sweepers’ Act of 1834 as saying that
‘It vos the ‘Vigs’ vot passed this bill, and vot the Duke of Vellington
put the kibosh on ‘em for, and sarve ‘em right.’
This article was reprinted, with minor variations, in at least eight other papers in
several cities and towns. Late in the same year another newspaper article said that
two members of Parliament had received a
‘nice kyboshing from insulted majesty,’
apparently a rebuke from King William IV; and early in 1835 a newspaper
reported that
‘The late First Lord of the Admiralty puts what [liberal member]
James Ingelby calls the ‘kibosh’ upon the Whig lies.’
Also in 1835 a London newspaper reported that a Jewish immigrant had complained in court that some Jewish residents of London had confronted him about an
allegedly insincere religious commitment:
‘They say so [make accusations] to rise [raise?] the kibosh against
me,’
and
‘They gets other Jews to give me the kibosh upon me, and it’s all the
same to me which of the whole set struck me”’
––implying that to use the kibosh is to hit someone with a physical object.
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a short, humorous item attributed to an American with the formidable name Goliah
Sampson Bang, who, commenting on achievements in literature, says,
‘Wal neow, Punch old hoss, guess as how we are putting the
kibosh on you Britishers, . . . Why we wallop you . . . .
neow, that’s jist where we whip you . . . .’
In 1863 Punch published an item on the Crimean War, ostensibly by British
Foreign Secretary John Russell, saying
‘If [Napoleon III] hadn’t prevented us then, we should have given
the Muscovites a hiding . . . . But it isn’t my fault that they weren’t
kyboshed when they ought to have been.’
Between 1877 and 1897, Edwin J. Milliken wrote doggerel verses for Punch in the
character of a Cockney named ‘Arry, who uses kibosh often, sometimes to mean
‘nonsense,’ but sometimes to indicate chastising or prevailing against someone, as
when he complains about a campaign by a reformer and summarizes triumphantly,
‘There’s ‘ARRISON, kiboshed by ‘ARRY.’
In one case he suggests a parallel between applying the kibosh and keelhauling,
which, like flogging, was a form of maritime discipline. An association between
kiboshing and corporal punishment is especially strong in a repulsive, racist tirade
by ‘Arry that begins,
‘Dear Charlie, Jest back from the Docks. You remember young
Teddy Carew? He’s off with the 17th Lancers to kibosh the festive
Zulu.’
Among the words and phrases in this composition that refer to physical striking are
‘wallop,’ ‘larrup,’ ‘bang,’ and ‘give toko.’
In a book published in 1892, about adventures in Africa, the narrator says,
‘Witnessing the event, Hammidi’s kibosh (rhinoceros-hide stick)
went whistling through the air as he plunged impulsively through
the stream to chastise the frightened askari.’
In 1901 a contributor to Notes and Queries recalled that in his school days kybosh
could mean ‘nonsense,’ but also ‘was used in the sense of giving a hiding.’ A
song of 1914 titled ‘Belgium Put the Kibosh on the Kaiser’ has as its chorus
For Belgium put the kibosh on the Kaiser;
Europe took the stick and made him sore;
On his throne it hurts to sit;
And when John Bull starts to hit,
He will never sit upon in any more.
One variation of the chorus includes the lines
Hold your hand out, naughty boy,
You must never play at soldiers any more,
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The collocations ‘put on the kibosh’ and ‘put the kibosh on’ have analogues in
nineteenth-century descriptions of literal and metaphorical applications of a lash.
Reformer William Cobbett, author of ‘Flogging the Poor,’ imagined the increase of
desperation in workhouses
‘if the lash had been permitted to be laid upon’
the inmates. Lord Byron used
‘lay the lash on’ and ‘lay on the lash,
as did a number of his contemporaries. Thomas Carlyle wrote that nobody should
mistreat a horse by
‘recklessly lay[ing] on the whip.’
An American text of 1831 opposes giving slave-owners leave to
‘put on the lash.’
And as late as the waning days of World War I Lloyd George lamented a missed
opportunity to
‘put the lash on Germany’s back.’
So far, the serious objections that I have seen to the hypothesis that kibosh is a
variant of kurbash are based, in whole or in part, on the faulty premise that the first
syllable of k-i-b-o-s-h always receives the accent, and that the pronunciation of that
syllable must be /kaɪ/; the gist seems to be that the Turkish word whose initial
vowel is most commonly transliterated in English as u, as o, as oo, and as ou,
would not be likely to acquire the pronunciation /aɪ/, especially in an accented
syllable. However, the earliest dictionary that (as far as I have been able to
discover) gives any guidance on pronunciation––the Century Dictionary of 189192––places the accent on the second syllable only. The fifth volume of what
became known as the Oxford English Dictionary, published in 1901, says that the
pronunciation may be either / kaɪ’ bɒʃ/ or / kɪ bɒʃ’/, and OED3 adds the pronunciation / kə ‘baʃ /. Other dictionaries current today indicate that either syllable may
receive the accent, and guidance about the vowels varies. It is true that a person
hearing Turkish kırbaç or the Arabic derivative or one of the English versions of
the word would be unlikely to pronounce the first syllable as /kaɪ/, even if we posit
the loss of /r/ to English r-lessness. But the pronunciations /kaɪ’ bɒʃ/ and /kai bɒʃ ’/
may well have originated among the many people encountering the word for the
first time not aurally, but in print, /kaɪ/ being one reasonable ways for such
persons, without other guidance, to construe pronunciation of the first syllable.
We still have the question of how kırbaç, modulated to kibosh as a variant of
kurbash, might have made its way into English. Corbage as a rendering of kırbaç
appeared in English print no later than 1800; but as for why relatively uneducated,
working-class English-speakers might have found some version of the word interesting, I will offer a suggestion, though I do not think it essential to supporting our
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ordinary citizens served in the military, and some of these lived in close proximity
to, and interacted with, societies in which use of the kurbash was common—during
the Persian Gulf Residency, for example, which began in 1763, and later, more
generally, as enforcers of the pax Britannica. In fact, during the first two decades
of the nineteenth century, public whippings with the kurbash became a major
means by which the Egyptian military enforced internal discipline. And any
member of the British military, particularly at the lower ranks, would have been
highly conscious of flogging as a practice not exclusive to middle-eastern cultures.
Soldiers and sailors may have brought kibosh home with them.
The newspaper story that contributed so much to bringing ‘put the kibosh on’
into general use derives some of its interest from the chimney sweep’s colorful
language, standing out in contrast with the conventional prose that surrounds it.
The appeal of Cockney speech to a general readership in the 1830s is manifest in
Charles Dickens’s first major literary success, Sketches by Boz, which includes
OED’s earliest attestation of kibosh, and is set in a neighborhood notable for the
production of broadsides. Dickens’s follow-up novel, The Pickwick Papers, owed
much of its success to the wise-cracking Cockney character Sam Weller. It should
hardly be surprising if the urban sub-culture that created such a distinctive linguistic identity for itself––the sub-culture that eventually produced Cockney rhyming
slang––might have found something attractive in adopting for itself an exotic term
for a simple object commonly called by the simple names whip and lash.
***

-37PENAL SERVITUDE! IN SONG
Matthew Little
Mississippi State University
First I will say that primary credit for bringing to light the documents discussed
below belongs to Stephen Goranson, who first identified the broadside Penal
Servitude! (c. 1830), crucial to advancing the hypothesis of Origin of Kibosh.
A broadside version of Penal Servitude! was published in Glasgow in 1856,
with the notice ‘Copies of this favorite song can only be had in the POET’S BOX,
80 LONDON STREET, Glasgow.’ Here, ‘put the kybosh on’ appears instead of
‘put on the kibosh,’ which occurs in the c. 1830 version.
Penal Servitude! was published at least three times subsequently as sheetmusic. None of these three items lists an author, but two include in their credits
‘sung by Alf Walker,’ a performer of ‘comic’ songs who flourished in the 1870s.
In 1885 one Harold Malet (an officer in the British military) submitted a brief
item to Notes and Queries introducing the kibosh quatrain with the words ‘A
returned convict sings.’ In 1901 Mr. Malet joined the discussion in Notes and
Queries again, this time introducing the quatrain with ‘The ‘ticket-of-leave man’ is
singing of his gaol comforts . . . .’
The book Pie Powder, reminiscences of an English barrister, includes three
pages about a sung version of Penal Servitude! This book, according to the editors
of a reprint,
‘was first published, anonymously, in 1911. It is generally known to
have been written by John Alderson Foote, K.C. who was born in 1848 .
. . and called to the Bar in 1874. A year later he became Leader of the
Western Circuit . . . .’
The author writes about ‘the wholesome custom on the circuit of which I write to
entertain the judges of assize on Grand Night,’ a recurring festive occasion; and he
writes of one performing barrister,
‘His most celebrated song . . . was entitled “Penal Servitude,” which he gave
as if to the manner born. Neither the words nor the music, to the best of my
belief, are to be found in print; but if they are, I may possibly confer a public
benefit by unearthing the owner of the copyright. In this hope I append the
first three or four stanzas, which are all that I have been able to rescue from
oblivion.’
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broadside, and the same is true of one of the stanzas, but three of the stanzas have
no counterparts in the 1830 version. So it seems that in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, and perhaps into the twentieth, Penal Servitude! lived in song,
interesting enough to performers and audiences to inspire enhancement by original
composition. The author of Pie Powder goes on to comment,
‘It is essential, in order to convey the effect of the above Bowdlerized lines
(which I have heard sung before a Lord Chief Justice of England), that some
idea of the air should be given; and the indulgence of all musicians is craved for
the subjoined effort at its reproduction.’
The score that follows may lend support to the idea that Penal Servitude!, even
at the time of its initial appearance in print, was meant to be sung; simply read
aloud as verse, the metrics are irregular and sometimes quite choppy, but the words
could all fit nicely into the tune in Pie Powder for a singer willing to lengthen
some syllables and accommodate a few extra ones occasionally.
Penal transportation from England ended for the most part in the 1850s, though
only definitively in 1868 (the year in which the last group of convicts sailed for
Australia); the most important pieces of limiting legislation were the Penal Servitude Act of 1853 and the Penal Servitude Act of 1857. The persistence of Penal
Servitude! as a popular song in subsequent years is one indication among others
that the work has little to do with conditions in Australia and much to do with
conditions in the British Isles.1
REFERENCE
Foote, John Alderson 1911. ‘Pie-powder’ (subtitle): Being dust from the law
courts, collected and recollected on the Western circuit. London: J. Murray.
____________
1
(ed., G. Cohen): And to take this one step further, the popularity of Penal
Servitude! well past the appearance of the original broadside indicates that its
message (the insufficiency of the British government’s attempts to alleviate the
wretched state of the poor) must have struck a chord with many in the British
public, especially the lower classes. The broadside’s very serious theme was
creatively treated with humor by the author – not to make light of the poverty of
England’s poor but to highlight the government’s ineffectiveness in dealing with it.
One is here reminded of Mark Twain’s observation ‘Against the assault of laughter, nothing can stand.’ Or perhaps of Beaumarchais having Figaro say (in Le
Barbier de Séville): ‘Je me presse de rire de tout avant d'être obligé d'en pleurer.’
(‘I hasten to laugh at everything for fear of having to cry about it.’)

-39APPENDIX: ANATOLY LIBERMAN’S TWO INTERNET ITEMS ON KIBOSH
THAT APPEARED AFTER 2017 PUBLICATION OF ORIGIN OF KIBOSH
These two items are of interest for the history of research into kibosh.

1. LIBERMAN’S ETYMOLOGY GLEANINGS FOR NOVEMBER 2017

DRAWS ATTENTION TO ORIGIN OF ‘KIBOSH,’ ADOPTS A WAITAND-SEE APPROACH
PRELIMINARY REMARKS PRESENTED IN COMMENTS ON
ETYMOLOGY, FEB./MARCH 2018. (REPRINT)

‘Stephen Goranson, Matthew Little, and I are deeply grateful to the eminent
etymologist Anatoly Liberman for his interest in our ‘kibosh’ research (starting
with the ‘kibosh’ working papers in Comments on Etymology). That interest
played an important role in bringing about publication of Origin of ‘Kibosh,’
although over the past seven years he has studiously avoided taking sides in the
dispute – not a bad approach while waiting for evidence he finds conclusive. So
for all he has done on ‘kibosh,’ the first thing I must say is Thank you.
‘As for his non-committal stance, Goranson, Little, and I have no problem with
that. We feel very comfortable defending the derivation of ‘kibosh’ (in ‘put the
kibosh on’) from ‘kurbash’ and look forward to the continued discussion.
‘Here now are a few more thoughts. First, I appreciate his two very favorable
comments:
1. “…I believe that monographs like Origin of Kibosh are of great value. Specialists know that similar books, those on ginger, shyster, and hot dog among them,
exist. Now kibosh has joined that venerable series.”
2. “…in the Middle Ages, every story was looked upon as the source of edification
and entertainment. Read Origin of Kibosh, and you will indeed be instructed and
amused.”
‘But might I also clarify:
‘Liberman’s item presents a painting by Roque Gameiro titled “King Peter I of
Portugal punishes the Bishop of Oporto.” The king is whipping the bishop, and
Liberman asks: “The ultimate kibosh?”
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include a kurbash/kibosh (which is shaped like a stick) but rather a whip with
flails.
‘Secondly, Liberman’s bibliography is invaluable for the study of English
etymology, and Goranson, Little, and I obtained every “kibosh” item listed there,
plus others, of course. Indeed, it would have been unthinkable to publish our book
without doing so.
‘And finally, the three co-authors are aware that someone somewhere might
have put forth the “kibosh” from “kurbash” suggestion prior to Little (2009) and
independently Goranson (2010), but thus far credit for being first goes to the latter
two scholars.’
***
REPRINT: ‘ETYMOLOGY GLEANINGS FOR NOVEMBER 2017’
by Anatoly Liberman
November 29th 2017
(Title): ‘A Time-Consuming Kibosh’
https://blog.oup.com/2017/11/etymology-gleanings-november-2017/
‘Long ago (19 May 2010), I wrote a post on the origin of the mysterious word
kibosh, part of the idiom to put the kibosh on “to put an end to something.” The
discussion that followed made me return to this subject in 28 July 2010, and again
three years later (14 August 2013). Since that time, the word has been at the center
of attention of several researchers, and last month a book titled Origin of Kibosh by
Gerald Cohen, Stephen Goranson, and Matthew Little appeared (Routledge Studies
in Etymology. London and New York: Routledge).
The preface, signed by Gerald Cohen, states:
“The book is prepared with full acknowledgment that primary credit for
developing the kibosh < kurbash (lash) etymology [< means “from”] goes
back to Stephen Goranson. Matthew Little was first to make that suggestion
(in an unpublished manuscript he sent me), but Goranson was first to make
the suggestion publicly and in more detail in several messages of the American Dialect Society.”
For four decades, Professor Cohen has been the publisher of and the main contributor to the periodical Comments on Etymology, and it was he who prepared the
book for publication.
“Unconvincing derivations have been suggested from Yiddish to Gaelic and
Italian, and thus far consensus among lexicographers has leaned toward referencing the word as ‘origin unknown’” (from the page following the flyleaf and preceding the title page).
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added to those mentioned above. In my opinion, to make progress in what at one
time was called the science of etymology, linguists have to be familiar with everything ever said about the word they tackle.
‘Everything is a frightening word, but, as I keep repeating year in, year out,
etymology is a cumulative branch of scholarship. Many good and silly old conjectures made in the past are extremely hard to unearth, and that is why people keep
reinventing the wheel: they suggest solutions, unaware of the fact that the same
ideas have occurred to investigators in the past (sometimes more than once). Or it
may happen that “bits” of promising solutions have appeared in print, and one
should only combine them, to reveal the origin of a hard word.
‘To break the deadlock, I spent years in amassing “everything” that has been
written on the origin of English words. But though my bibliography has been
published, it is not easy to find all the articles and reviews mentioned there.
Hundreds of them appeared in fugitive journals, footnotes, and asides in Dutch,
Frisian, Swedish, Russian, and so forth, and it would be naïve to assume that
language barriers do not exist for philologists. That is why I believe that monographs like Origin of Kibosh are of great value. Specialists know that similar
books, those on ginger, shyster, and hot dog among them, exist. Now kibosh has
joined that venerable series. It is more enjoyable and certainly more useful than the
thrillers that end up on the bestseller lists and fill the shelves of our libraries. Once
you have read the thriller, you may learn who killed the poor man or woman, or
many of them and why, while after closing a book on etymology you come away
with the knowledge of how a word was born. I should add that this book deals with
language, customs, material culture, and history. Cruel overseers, hard-working
cobblers, French barons in search of prey, and shadowy cement makers will parade
before you.
‘Do I believe that the riddle has been solved? Have the authors put the kibosh
on the old crux, or has the solution they proposed joined the ghosts of the years
past? “Whether I shall turn out to be the hero of my own life, or whether that
station will be held by anybody else, these pages must show,” says Dickens in the
preface to David Copperfield. The same holds for the derivation of kibosh from
kurbash. I did not raise the immortal ghost in vain. For a long time, the earliest
author who used kibosh (spelled kibosk) in print was Dickens. Attacks and counterattacks on the monograph will probably follow. The disagreement won’t diminish
its value. Serious scholarship does not die with criticism: it merges with “the
history of science.” I can probably add that in the Middle Ages, every story was
looked upon as the source of edification and entertainment. Read Origin of Kibosh,
and you will indeed be instructed and amused.’
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“The ultimate kibosh?” Image credit: “King Peter I of Portugal punishes the
Bishop of Oporto”, by Roque Gameiro. Public Domain via Wikimedia Commons.

-43ANATOLY LIBERMAN: ‘ETYMOLOGY GLEANINGS FOR OCTOBER 2018’
https://blog.oup.com/2018/10/etymology-gleanings-for-october-2018/
[ed., G. Cohen]: Liberman’s Oct. 31, 2018 item (reprinted below) is part of his
long-standing wrestling with etymological problems of particular difficulty. His
present item is a mixture of various thoughts:
1. Commenting that kibosh (in put the kibosh on) is unlikely to derive from
Hebrew (Hebrew & Yiddish specialist David Gold has convincingly
demolished that etymology);
2. Drawing attention to two slightly used meanings of kybosh (one in cant, the
other pertaining to the preparation of Portland cement);
3. Musing on the tangential issue whether the spread of kibosh ‘nonsense’
might be partially due to Irish Gaelic influence;
4. Comments on the book Origin of ‘Kibosh,’ co-authored by Cohen,
Goranson, and Little;
5. Mention of kibosh as ‘this intractable word’ with regard to its etymology.
As mentioned above (p. 29), the sentence that most caught my attention is:
‘The three authors [Cohen, Goranson, Little] provided enough material
to make it probable that kibosh goes back to kurbash “lash”.’
This seems to be a significant step towards agreeing with the main point that
Goranson, Little, and I have been making. While not a full-throated endorsement,
it does come a long way from the earlier resignation voiced by Merriam-Webster
(6/23/18): ‘Liberman may well be correct that with the present evidence at our
disposal, the chance of unearthing the origin of kibosh is vanishingly small.’
Incidentally, with respect to the possibility that the Portland cement use of
kybosh produced ‘put the kibosh on,’ Liberman is careful not to advance this as
anything more than something to be kept in mind. And Goranson (Oct. 31, 2018,
presented at the end of Liberman’s item) convincingly comments:
‘The claimed memory of kibosh involving Portland cement is from 1901,
about sixty years after the word kibosh is known in print. Anyone can check
our book (Origin of “Kibosh”) for the early uses of the term and determine
for themselves whether kibosh originally involved completing an artwork or
administering a flogging.’
REPRINT OF ANATOLY LIBERMAN’S OCT. 31, 2018
‘ETYMOLOGY GLEANINGS FOR OCTOBER 2018’
‘I have received a letter with a query about whether kibosh might be a borrowing
from Hebrew. Both the Hebrew and the Yiddish hypotheses on kibosh are
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andMatthew Little on this intractable word (Routledge, 2018). The Hebrew origin
of kibosh is quite unlikely. I may repeat what I have more than once said in this
blog. Although, when a certain word sounds similar in two languages, the idea that
there was a lender and a borrower is natural, but the main thing is to trace the way
of the word from place to place. Were the people who popularized the English
word London Jews? If so, where and when could they make it so widely known?
The three authors provided enough material to make it probable that kibosh goes
back to kurbash “lash.” With regard to the English word, the distant origin of
kurbash is irrelevant.
‘However, I have some suggestions in regard to the history and spread of
kybosh in English. Nothing contradicts the idea that kurbash “lash,” once it came
to be pronounced as kybash ~ kybosh, was associated with bosh “nonsense,” while
the first syllable made people think of kerslap, kerplunk, kerfuffle, and the rest (we
are dealing with an r-less dialect!). Perhaps without the help of folk etymology,
this exotic word would not have survived. Surprisingly, the verb kybosh came also
to mean “to make an object perfect.” Yet this development may not be unnatural.
To kybosh meant “to put an end to something, to finish,” and finish is a doubleedged word (compare something lacks finish, among others).
‘The three authors treat with suspicion the statement of an old correspondent to
Notes and Queries that among architects to kybosh meant “to throw with blowpipe
and brush dark dust into the deep recesses of carved stonework” (the reference is to
Portland cement). Indeed, no evidence confirms this statement, but, when someone
says “I have heard it used, practically every day for the last forty years—not in one
locality, but in all parts of England,” with no one refuting those words, such a
statement should be treated with a measure of respect. It is not the history of Portland cement that interests me, but the fact that in the lingo of sculptural architects
the verb allegedly meant exactly what it meant in criminal slang, namely “to give a
finishing touch, to make perfect”.’

[Liberman’s article concludes just below (p. 45) with a picture
and final paragraph.]
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Allegedly, Portland cement loved to be kyboshed. The evidence is slim, but tastes
differ. Image credit: Wet cement by ProjectManhattan. CC BY-SA 4.0 via
Wikimedia Commons.
‘In British school slang, kybosh once meant “nonsense, blarney” and “beating”
(I’ll give him kybosh). “Beating” is quite in character, but why nonsense? Perhaps
the confusion with bosh will suffice, but there may be another explanation. In the
previous post, I mentioned several so-called monomaniacs, including Charles
Mackay, the man who tried to derive hundreds of English words from Irish Gaelic.
But I also said that, if someone offers a thick volume of nonsensical etymologies,
he may in one or two cases, by sheer chance, hit the nail on the head. Naturally,
Mackay derived kybosh from Irish. He wrote “Gaelic exclamation cia baois,
pronounced as ci-baoish, means ‘what idle nonsense’ or ‘what indecency’.” We
have no evidence that the Irish phrase ever reached England, let alone became
popular there. But, if it did, it might reinforce the bosh idea. Perhaps the path of
kybosh through British slang was not quite straight.’
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